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Each day, my computer’s home page faithfully provides me 

with a brief bio on some famous person whose birthday 

coincides with that particular date. In this simple fashion, I 

readily compare and contrast my own career with that of 

sterling others and thus readily conclude – on a daily basis, 

that my life is thoroughly impoverished and without much 

meaning. I’m just kidding, of course. We all can’t be 

Einstein’s, can we? Yet we do tell our grandchildren that 

indeed they probably someday will play for the Maple Leafs 

yet secretly hope that they will aspire somewhat higher, 

perhaps to the Canucks. We ritually bob our heads in 

agreement that they will surely star on stage at Stratford or 

Hollywood, but wonder what ever happened to kids wanting 

to be firemen. 

On January 4, it was Jakob Ludwig Carl Grimm’s turn. Grimm died in 1863 at 83, and 

although he was quite clever and successful at many pursuits, he, along with his brother Wilhelm are 

best remembered for fairy tales which unfortunately were named after them thus connoting to 

children that these stories are in fact quite grim. Most will recall the favourites – Cinderella, Snow 

White, Hansel and Gretel, Rapunzel, and Little Red Riding Hood, all of which traumatized us in our 

youth, each story in its own fashion. 

From Cinderella or as it was sometimes called, The Little Glass Slipper, young girls learned 

the importance of well-fitting shoes. Shoes quickly become a female fetish, and most women vainly 

try to give Imelda Marcos a run for her money. Thanks to the Grimm brothers, Imelda reportedly 

acquired 2700-3000 pairs of shoes. Have you ever waited patiently at the door for your spouse while 

she tries to find just the right pair of shoes for a party? Thank Imelda Marcos and Cinderella for your 

troubles. The chance that she will find that magic pair is about the same as you becoming a prince.   

I once read a rather thick book written by Jewish existentialist Martin Buber on the subject 

of fairy tales, but I can’t remember any of it. However, what I will always remember is Miriam’s 

painful anguish at not having “anything to wear” which is female code for shoes. Shoes are so 

important to women that an uncouth salesman need only apply a sticker that reads “made in Italy” to 

something that fetches $9.99 at Costco for a $199.99 “sale” in his shoe store. 

Little Red Riding Hood, also known as Little Red Cape, is a famous fairy tale about a young 

girl and a Big Bad Wolf. She walks through the woods to deliver food to her sick grandmother. The 

wolf wants to eat the girl but is afraid to do so in public. He approaches Little Red Riding Hood, and 

she naively tells him where she is going. He suggests the girl pick some flowers, which she does. In 

the meantime, he goes to the grandmother's house and gains entry by pretending to be the girl. He 

swallows the grandmother whole, and waits for the girl, disguised as the grandmother. 

When the girl arrives, she notices he looks strange. Little Red Riding Hood then says clever 

things like, "What big hands you have." Eventually, after a few of these startling exchanges, the 

wolf swallows her too, but a hunter comes to the rescue and cuts the wolf open. Little Red Riding 

Hood and her grandmother emerge unharmed.  

 What do we learn from this cautionary tale? First, do 

not wear red. Only matadors should embrace red (and a sword). 

Second, avoid the forest; it’s not safe, and how did 

grandmother get to live there in the first place? 

In Hansel and Gretel, we are introduced to a young 

brother and sister threatened by a cannibalistic witch who lives 

deep in the forest (see previous warning) in a house constructed 

of cake and confectionery. The two children save their lives by 

outwitting her. The grim moral of this story is that if you are 

going to trail blaze in the woods, purchase a compass, and also 

that witches invented sugary pastry which will plague dieters 

forever. Thanks again Grimm brothers.  


